
Marking Policy 2019/20 

 

Feedback is the number one best method by which to accelerate learning, and is a key component of 

formative assessment. When your books are checked, they are checked for adherence to the marking policy 

below.  

Guidelines and Strategies for Close Marking 

 

 Feedback needs to be specific: the learner needs to know exactly what has been done well, by highlighting 
both evidence and toolkit in GREEN. 
 

 Feedback needs to indicate what has been less successful.  PINK highlighting is to be used to indicate an area 
for improvement. Both evidence and success criteria need to be highlighted.  

 

 Feedback needs to indicate how improvement can be made (‘CLOSING THE GAP’ AND IMPROVEMENT 
PROMPT) and these need to be linked to the PINK highlighting. Only one area for improvement to be 
indicated in most cases. 

 

 Learners must be given time to absorb and act upon or consolidate the feedback comments (RESPONSE TIME). 
For example, early morning learning burst or the beginning of a lesson. 

 

 Opportunities for Response Time are to be made daily, so the groups whose books are marked today will be 
the group who respond in the afternoon or the next lesson. 

 

 Working with the children while they are responding to marking is good practise. 
 

 Teachers may make additional general comments about handwriting and spelling. Spellings that we want a 
child to correct need to be indicated with a pink dotted line; a pink wiggly line if something doesn’t make 
sense; P for presentation; grammar tense/incorrect words will bemarked with a full, pink line; ^ indicates a 
missing words.  

 

 All responses by pupils must be acknowledged with a tick in black pen. 
 

 Any verbal feedback that happened can be indicated with a (V). 
 

 Work marked by TAs and supply teachers must follow the school marking policy and not simply acknowledged 
with initials.   

 

 Responses/corrections should be evident with writing on original work (not rubbing out) in purple pen. 
 
 
 
                                                                                                        
  



English 

 Teachers must close mark all the books at least three times a week. 

 All the other books for the day must be acknowledged with highlighting on the success criteria (and an initial if 
marked by anyone other than the class teacher). The success criteria will be left blank if the work is not 
attempted. 

 All work must be marked. 

 In Key Stage 1, children use purple polishing pens to respond to marking. 

 In Lower Key Stage 2 and Upper Key Stage 2, purple polishing pens are used for minor corrections, but it is up 
to teachers’ discretion as to whether they use a pencil or polishing pen for longer sentences/ paragraphs in 
their follow ups.  

 
Maths 

 ALL work must be marked with ‘Pink’ and not √ or × every day.  

 Each teacher will close mark at least 2 times a week. 

 The feedback for close marked books must either include: 
 

1. Every day marking corrections.  However not every follow up should be marking corrections. 
2. Extension/challenges.  This must include examples of reasoning. 
3. Examples to be done independently where they were supported the previous day. 
4. A pre- teach follow up where the teacher works with a group to complete a follow up which moves 

learning on to the next step. 

 When children are responding to marking, all original work and answers must remain with no rubbing out. 

 Purple polishing pens will be used for responding to marking. 
 

Reading 

 Year 1 Phonics - Teachers mark all work and highlight the daily tool kit. 

 Year 2 - Teachers mark all work and highlight the daily tool kit. Each child will have their work close marked at 
least once a week from Christmas. 

 KS2 - Teachers mark all work and highlight the daily tool kit. 

 Each KS2 child will have their work close marked twice a week. 

 Only pink comments are used in reading books. 
         
 

Science 

 Teachers mark the work with pink or green and highlight the toolkit, any tool kits will need to be highlighted.    

 An acknowledgement of the learning must be made. 

 If it is a piece of topic which has an English tool kit, then evidence of what has been done well needs 
highlighting in both the writing and tool kit. 
 

 
Foundation Subjects 

 Teachers mark the work with pink or green and highlight the toolkit, any tool kits will need to be highlighted.  

 If it is a piece of topic which has an English tool kit, then evidence of what has been done well needs 
highlighting in both the writing and tool kit. 

 Ongoing quality verbal feedback must be given to the children. 

 Redrafted/published work also needs to be recognised by the teacher with at least a tick. 


